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Dear Chris Brown:

Thank you for your letter of March 12, 1986 t describing problems
experienced by you and many other individuals who are environmentally
hypersensitive. I note that you are trying to find a "Manitoba parking
ticket case" to address discrimination t and you ask for help so that you
may better understand how to represent your concerns effectively.

I am concerned about the distress you describe, and I am
prepared to offer what help I can. It is this:

An important feature of an effective test case is that the facts
are such that the central issue has to be decided t Lnd is not obscured or
jeopardized by other issues. Your example of the individual in a
wheelchair who is prevented from boarding an aircraft by "the hard edges
of objects" is an apt illustration. It is clear what the individual's
disability iS t exactly what the barrier is and how it gets in the way.

In my view t the likelihood of successful litigation on your part
would be greatly improved if you were to dl~ your efforts first to
deve10ping t in consu1~.im1·wTi:hhealth car~ pr~ctitioners (including the
medical profession) a consensus as to what is en ironmenta1
hypersensitivitYt and how members of the affec d class can be
identified. The hances of successful 1iti ion will improve in
proportion to the owth of agreement hese points within the medical
establishment. Such ~ r~ty wou1~ also greatly faci1.itate. ('
public awareness efforts. \. /) (), _ JL 1-" ~L'(;
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Secondly, I urge you to make the fullest possible use of
opportunities for collaborative action with other groups. I have in mind
especially those concerned with environmental health, occupational
health, and related issues. For example, many people who are not
environmentally hypersensitive find smoking offensive, irritating to
their breathing, and a fire hazard. In my view, cooperative efforts with
other interest groups offer greater promise of leading to the banning of
smoking on aircraft, or the establishment of non-smoking flights, than
does litigation seeking "reasonable accommodation" for an environmentally
hypersensitive indiVidual.J.)., L., ,

I wish you well in your~u:~;~(~~~h::~~t:r these
insights from our practical exper~~~ the human rights field for your
assistance. The measures I have recommended may lead, in the long run,
to the identification of a "Manitoba parking ticket" case for the
environmentally hypersensitive.

Yours sincerely,

( ,

LL~\--~~
R.L.G. Fairweather


